Welcome to HSOC

A note from the HSOC SAB

Please fill out this form to provide feedback on how we can improve the HSOC website!

Have any questions or want to share something in next month’s Issue?
Email: pennhsocsab@gmail.com
EVENTS & OPPORTUNITIES

HSOC SENIOR SYMPOSIUM

April 18th @ 3:30 - Claudia Cohen room 392
Come see presentations given by HSOC senior thesis writers about their projects and research processes!
No registration necessary!

HSOC LOGO/SLOGAN CONTEST

Deadline - April 25th
Please submit any ideas for an HSOC logo or slogan! The winner will receive a $25 gift card.

https://forms.gle/YBbEoAPMYENCiDi39

TEDXPENN CONFERENCE

April 16th
TEDxPenn brings "Æffect" to the stage in 2022, analyzing the coexistence of many possible meanings for a word or phrase to explore the reciprocal nature of action.

https://pennlivearts.org/event/tedxpenn-2022

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
PENNHSOC_SAB@GMAIL.COM | 303 CLAUDIA COHEN HALL
IN THE NEWS...

DOCTORS FIGHTING RACIAL HEALTH DISPARITIES FACE THREATS, HARASSMENT

Tyler Kingkade

After the AMA provided guidance for the words and phrases that doctors should stop using as they are offensive to some patient populations, several black physicians received backlash.


10 STRANGERS COME TOGETHER FOR A LIFE-CHANGING KIDNEY SWAP

Scott Simon & Samantha Balaban

Listen to this one-of-a-kind kidney transplant chain in which several strangers provide kidneys for one another!

https://www.npr.org/2022/03/19/1086245705/10-strangers-come-together-for-a-life-changing-kidney-swap

RUSSIA-UKRAINE WAR ADDS PRESSURE TO ALREADY HIGH FOOD PRICES, THREATENING FOOD SECURITY FOR MILLIONS

Nate Rattner & Andrew Barnett

Learn how to Russian-Ukranian war has lent itself to elevated food insecurity via sanctions and border control.


CHECK OUT OUR NEW INSTAGRAM: @PENNHSOC_SAB

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
PENNHSOCSAB@GMAIL.COM | 303 CLAUDIA COHEN HALL